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Synopsis

Use the authority God has given you to move to the next level in your prayer life with this collection of proclamation prayers by best-selling author Kimberly Daniels. More than just a book on how to pray, Prayers That Bring Change is filled with actual prayers based on biblical principles that will help you live victoriously in every situation you face. Learn to break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God in your life.
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Customer Reviews

I'm not sure why one the reviewers stated that she Supports the Obama Agenda. She is totally off track!!! Out of all the powerful prayers and impartations that can come from this book, I'm not sure how someone targeted her with the Obama Agenda. The focus of Apostle Kimberly Daniels book is how to effectively engage the enemy of our soul with Warfare type prayers.#1 There is an enemy#2 We can shoot blanks and hit nothing at all if we can't get to the root of spiritual issues / demonic cases#3 We are suppose to always pray for our leaders (especially the president of the United States). Does not matter if it was Obama, Bush, McCain or Whoever. It is a mandate of God that we cover and pray for those in high positions.#4 We need to know how to properly cover ourselves, leadership, family, cities, businesses and other areas. This book address many areas and even other areas that I didn't think it would cover such as the prayer watches, how to cover intercessors (which are the gatekeepers) and how to cover pastors and leaders that are up under the attack of witchcraft. This book is awesome and I'm going to gift one to my pastor and whoever else I sense by the spirit will benefit from having it in their library.
The subtitle of "Prayers that Bring Change" is a summary statement of this handbook: Power filled prayers that give hope, heal relationships, bring financial freedom, and more. Best selling author, Kimberly Daniels, has compiled a collection of prayers conceptualized during seasons of prayer with her intercessory prayer team. The book begins with prayers centered on changing the spiritual life. These are prayers designed to bring transformation to the individual reader. A selection of prayers that can change business and the world include prayers for: the economy, community revival, the president, celebrities, and prayers for Israel and the Middle East. There are powerful prayers for breaking out of bondage which lead to changes brought about through spiritual warfare. Another important emphasis are the prayers that bring change to marriage and family relationships. These intentional prayers of proclamation, confession, and intercession are anointed with the Holy Spirit’s touch. It is important for the reader to allow the His interaction, and the accompanying ministry of conviction, teaching, comfort, enabling, and empowerment to enter into the prayer for personal enrichment, transformation, and change. Kimberly Daniels has given us a strategic, Spirit led, resource of "Power Prayers that Produce Results" in her book "Prayers that Bring Change."

Do you want to take back everything the devil has stolen? Buy this book along with "Prayers that Rout Demons", and "Demon Hit List", by John Eckhardt, God will cancel every plots and plans of your enemies. No matter what it looks like in the the natural realm, God is working it out in the spiritual realm. God’s Word always supercede what you see happening right in front of your eyes. Once you prayer one of these prayers, God will move immediately in the spiritual realm. In order for this book to work, you must first Repent, Pray, Believe, Gods word. This book is sooooo powerful. God started moving immediately after praying these prayers. Buy this book "NOW"! NO WEAPON FORMED AGAINST YOU OR YOUR FAMILY SHALL PROSPER, because you now have the Weapon to destroy the enemies plots and plan. Go Now and order this book along with "Prayers that Rout Demons", and "Demon Hit List", It time for you take back what the devil have stolen. All Glory belongs to God!

An awesome book - the prayers are awesome. It is much needed to help me to get started with prayers for different areas. Especially for praying for the president, the political climate in Amerca, it helps with prayers for the family. Highly recommended.

This is an excellent prayer book. It is life changing!! It is very detailed and strategic in warfare.
prayer. I recommend it to everyone. It will help you develop a deeper prayer life with God. It has a prayer for almost every situation. It will increase your faith and teach people who don’t know how to pray. Once you begin and have faith in the things that you decree and declare in Jesus name, and believe God for,.....expect the change because change does come and will come to pass!!!

I HEARD ABOUT THIS BOOK AT A BIBLE STUDY I ATTENDED. KIMBERLY DANIELS IS AN ANOINTED, POWERFUL WOMAN OF GOD. THESE PRAYERS ARE AWESOME, AND THEY COVER THINGS BEYOND YOUR IMAGINATION. IF YOU NEED PRAYER FOR IT, IT’S COVERED. I LOVE THIS BOOK. I’M TRYING TO FINISH IT, BUT I KEEP READING A COUPLE OVER AND OVER. THIS BOOK WILL TRULY BRING HEALING AND DEFINITELY GIVE HOPE. GOD BLESS YOU KIMBERLY DANIELS!

This is a Power-Packed manual that believers can use to elevate their prayer life to the next level. Apostle Daniels masterfully uses the Word of God to expose the spirits of darkness and obliterate the works of the enemy. I would recommend reading this book daily to empower, strengthen and arm yourself with a radical prayer anointing as you step into another realm of warfare prayer. Thank You, Pastor Stevens
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